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RTA to allow CCW
Barton Kleen
Executive Editor

Effective immediately,
citizens may open carry at
hubs like Wright Stop Plaza,
a small walk from Sinclair’s
Dayton campus. The decision to change their policy
brings RTA in alignment
with state laws on municipal
weapons.
Open carry law allows
for the carrying of weapons
at RTA hubs, but not on
board RTA buses. However,
customers that are legally
concealed carry licensed
may bring their concealed
carry on board.
The RTA faced pressure
from pro-second amendment groups for their policy
being in conflict with state
law.
The RTA buildings will
remain free of any weapons as they are government

buildings. The discretion
to permit weapons in government buildings is up to the
organization.
In March, Ohio companies could no longer prevent
customers from legally having
a concealed carry. Transit
authorities across the country
have faced similar battles.
Sinclair’s Board of Trustees
has yet to release a decision
on whether to permit guns on
campus, an issue that was first
brought to their attention last
semester.
Students who rely on the
RTA will have additional
options for Summer Semester.
While the average one-way
trip will run students $1.75
without a transfer, or a monthly $55 chunk of change, the
RTA has summer specials
running through the entire
semester.
The RTA currently offers
summer discounts on a variety

Pride takes OCCAC
championship

Sinclair CC | Flickr
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of ticket types. Day passes
are currently $4 and weekly
passes are $14. The discounted
rates will end September 4.
Students, including those
that do not drive or use the
garage, pay $85 a semester for
the parking garage. This is a
fee increase, up from $50 the
previous semesters.
Henry Wolski
Reporter

Despite a number of injuries early on, the Tartan Pride
closed out the 2017 season
with an OCCAC championship and a second place finish
in the Region XII tournament. Now, the players and
coaches look to go on to the
next step in their baseball
careers.
The Pride swept a fourgame series against Clark
State to end April with their
record at 37-11.
Next, the team faced
Cuyahoga Community College in a four game series
to determine the conference
champion. In the six team
conference, Sinclair and
Cuyahoga dominated, with
the Pride having a conference
record of 14-2 and Cuyahoga
going 15-1.
It was a series that saw
Sinclair win game one and
two, Cuyahoga taking game
three and ended with Sinclair
clinching the OCCAC championship for the seventh time
in nine years.
“I’m very happy that we
got back on top of the conference,” Head Coach Steve
Dintaman said. “That was
one of the goals for this year’s

The RTA underwent a strike
that impacted students and
community members at the
beginning of the 2017 Spring
Semester.
The union strike was over
health care and wages. The
strike was resolved by the first
Friday of the semester.

In May, the RTA received
an award from the American
Public Transit Association
for its “See Something, Say
Something, Do Something”
campaign.
The campaign accomplished a 35 percent reduction
in incidences of vandalism.

Steve Dintaman said.
“That was one of the goals
for this year’s team. This one
was an absolute battle and we
won it on the final conference
game of the season in dramatic fashion. To do it at home,
against our rival, it was very
special.”
After winning, eleven of the
team’s seniors rushed to the
University of Dayton arena
to participate in their commencement ceremony, some
even accepting their diploma
in uniform, which Dintaman
calls “Icing on the cake.”
This victory earned the
Tartans a spot in the Regional
XII tournament. They made
it to the final round, but fell to
Lansing Community College,
ending the season with a
record of 47-15.
While the team didn’t
accomplish all of the goals set
at the beginning of the season,
Dintaman is more than happy
with the success the team had.
“Our goal was to win another regional and compete to
win a National Championship
this year and I felt like we had
the pieces to do that but with
all of the adversity we faced,
I was very proud of what this
group accomplished,” Dintaman said.
“We lost 5 of our top 8
pitchers this year due to inju-

ries and four of those
pitchers signed at Division I
programs, so they were pretty
special arms.
There were times when
we were very short-handed
off the mound. Still, players
stepped up and we were able
to put together 47 wins and
be in the regional final, one
win away from the World
Series.”
In addition to the conference title, Dintaman earned
his 400th win in his 10 year
career at Sinclair, as well as
winning the OCCAC Coach
of the Year award.
Dintaman and his staff
aren’t resting on their laurels,
as they already have goals in
mind for next season and are
deep in the recruiting process.
“Our goals are to win the
conference, regional and
compete to win a National
Championship,” Dintaman
said. “Those expectations
are now set in stone here
based on what the program
has accomplished. In the last
four years, we have won more
games than any other NJCAA
DII program.” (196)
No matter the outcome of
next season, Sinclair can look
at its 2017 OCCAC championship baseball team with
pride.

e
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New transformations in transportation
Barton Kleen
Executive Editor

From drones to self-driving cars, Sinclair has
received investments to
develop curriculum for
cutting-edge fields in technology. Recently, Sinclair
has partnered with Chrysler
Fiat and General Motors
to develop curriculum for
self-driving vehicle technology.
A sum of just under
$753,000 has been awarded
as a grant from the National
Science Foundation. Part
of that money will go to

purchasing a Tesla and a
Cadillac to both promote
local use and education of the
self-driving cars in Dayton.
The Automotive Technology major offers students a
variety of internship opportunities with local companies, meanwhile providing
pathways to certification and
degrees.
The grant will allow Automotive Technology faculty
members Justin Morgan,
James Truxall and Thomas
Freels to oversee the development and education of 40
community college faculty on

Marques Brownlee | Youtube

self-driving
cars.
The grant
comes as number
57 from the NSF,
which has awarded Sinclair more
grants than it has
any other community college in the
nation.
Sinclair currently has over $4
million in funding
for active projects
with this latest
addition from the
NSF. Sinclair has
received over $25
million since 1989 from the
NSF.
Sinclair has had an interest in pursuing unmanned
systems since their development of the Unmanned Aerial
Systems degree path. With
a $5 million investment into
the UAS testing center, the
school has had discussions
about the potential of a 4-year
degree pathway.
However, legislation like
House Bill 474 has been
met with pushback. The bill
would allow Sinclair to offer
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However, legislation like
House Bill 474 has been
met with pushback. The bill
would allow Sinclair to offer
four-year programs, in which
Sinclair has expressed interest in at least ten fields.
While there is no current
four year pathway, Sinclair’s
health programs will be
consolidated this coming
Fall Semester into the new
Health Sciences Center. The
move continues to strengthen
Sinclair’s role in the economy

of local health fields.
The $31 million renovation
was approved by the Board of
Trustees back in December of
2016. Along with the Health
Science Center renovation
was the approval of measures
to “add a front door” to the
Dayton campus.
Governor Kasich has invested millions into self-driving car technology and drone
research, seeing the potential
for Ohio jobs to grow in these
fields.

DCI students earn over 200
credentials
Henry Wolski
Reporter

Last month seventy-nine
inmates from Dayton Correctional Institute (DCI)
were honored with certificates for skills ranging from
customer service all the way
to supply chain management
from Sinclair.
It is part of a program
the college has employed at
seven prisons in the state.
This program has been going
on at DCI, a women’s prison,
for decades according to
Adam Murka, the spokesperson for Sinclair. This
year’s class had seventy-nine
recipients, almost double the
amount from last year. Over
200 credentials were awarded.
Potential students must
be within five years of their
release to participate and

must have almost
perfect attendance
to earn credit.
Murka states that
there have been around 424
prisoners at DCI that have
earned a credential from
Sinclair and around 439 certificates have been awarded
total. As of 2013, the total
number of inmates graduated
across every prison in the
program was 1,161.
Sinclair officials stated that
it costs about $1,950 a year to
educate an inmate, while the
cost of housing an inmate is
around $25,000. This cost is
covered by the state.
The goal of the program
is to enable inmates to fit
back into society after being
released and to avoid recidivism, the cycle of prisoners
being released from jail and
being arrested and incarcerated for repeated offenses.
In the United States the
recidivism rate is 77.6 percent. Three quarters of people

cent. Three quarters of
people arrested and sent
to jail in the US will be
sent back there within
five years of their release.
Ohio however, has a
27.1 percent recidivism
rate according to the Ohio
Department of Rehabilitation and Correction in a
2014 report.
“Although a number of
factors account for why
some ex-prisoners succeed
and some don’t, we know
that a lack of education and
skills is one key reason,” a
2013 study conducted by the
RAND Corporation states.
One thing found from the
report was inmates who
participated in education
programs had 43 percent
lower odds of recidivating
than those who did not and 13
percent better odds of finding
a job. The group also believes
that “Providing correctional
education can be cost-effective when it comes to reduc-

ing recidivism.”
The graduation ceremony
was held in the gymnasium
of DCI to accommodate the
larger number of recipients,
and Sinclair President Steve
Johnson spoke at the event.
Johnson applauded the
graduates initiative to use
their incarceration to get an
education and better themselves.
“This kind of advanced
job training program allows
these young women to get the
kind of training they need to
get them the foundation they

Sinclair CC | Youtube

need to go on and further
their education at Sinclair or
any other university,” Johnson said.
He stressed the value of
their certificates and what
they mean for the bigger
picture.
Johnson stated that by earning certificates, they were
becoming part of the community and “something bigger
than any one of us.”
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The Waiting Game

Henry Wolski
Reporter

It seems like high school
students are pressured to
go straight to college after
graduation and to have a uni-

versity and
major already
decided.
However, this way of thinking can do more harm than
good to a student.
These are huge decisions to
make, and seventeen to eighteen-year-olds are probably
ill-equipped to make them.
With a decision that is such
an investment of time, effort
and money, it might pay to
take your time reaching it.
Take my case, for example.
Straight out of high school
I went to The University of
Dayton to pursue a business
degree.
I had no idea why I wanted
to do business, I just knew I
had to pick something. My

dad did it and I knew it made
decent money, so I picked it
on a limb.
I hated it. I checked out
mentally in my classes, and
my GPA fell pretty far because of it.
I’m in debt from them and
have three business classes
that are useless to me now. I
went to Sinclair the next year.
I floated around, taking classes I didn’t need to take.
It took me about a year
to find out what my passion
was that I wanted to pursue
journalism.
It might have been more
worthwhile to take a year
off after high school. I could
have done some soul searching to find out what I wanted

With Kleen Conscience
Are families on loan?

Barton Kleen

Executive Editor

Lately, I’ve been thinking
about what world lies beyond
Sinclair, emotionally and developmentally for my life as a
person and employee.
What’s the next stage to
everything?
I’ve been looking into
colleges for the spring, I’ve
also been going out and
dating. I’ve been touching
up my resume and tightening
my portfolio for my daily job
hunting to hopefully put a
little more into the bank for
when I transfer.
I find myself in a similar
situation to many millenials. I’m not far from hitting
twenty-three while pursuing
an education or career.
Even if career feelings
have changed over time,
what hasn’t changed is that I
want to be able to have a nice

enough life with someone I
care about.
I want a family, even if
whoever I’m with and I don’t
choose to adopt. I want to be
able to support them and my
existing family when they are
in need.
I don’t want to burden
everyone working a low wage
and not being capable of bolstering our union.
Many degree graduates
from Sinclair still have a long
way to go. I might have a
long while left, too.
We can have years after
years left on our educational
journeys to get credentials
to land a decent paying job.
While that’s just life, I’m
worried the United States is
at an impasse.
Higher education is now a
much stricter requirement for
the ‘entry’ level employment
arena. I don’t believe there
are no jobs out there, there
certainly are. However, many
are not that which you can
have a family with.
That worries me. Millennials, quite frankly, do not
live up to older generations’
stereotypes of promiscuity.
We’re not having families or
getting married.
We usually require more
incomes than a nuclear family unit can provide to actually
give our children more than a
‘good luck and get out’ when
they turn 18.
If everyone must go to
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college to be
able to make
any college
doable for
their children, won’t that
impact families?
Even Sinclair’s tuition
and fees increased. That fee
increase came with a second
levy increase, too. I don’t
feel like there’s an incentive
to have a family. Nowadays,
people just opt for dogs. That
has consequences.
Many areas in Dayton
struggle to give their children
more than the bare bones. I’d
hope we aren’t ignorant to
the hungry children and our
opioid epidemic. What does
that mean for the future?
It could mean many things.
We could see a decline in
quality of life. With that decline we will also see exacerbated class conflicts. What
amount of unique social
cohesion Dayton has could
be shaken up in as little as a
generation.
People are more than
married to their careers now.
They’re married to their
debt--and their career. That’s
polygamy.
Does the United States
want those that want to help
lead the country in industry
and every field to be overcome by the weight of dollar
signs?
If the pathway to keep
the United States among the
world powers in the marketplace is one that is also not
good for our families, we will
encounter massive lifestyle
changes.
We’ll lose a large part of
the American dream. If we

to do for the rest of my life.
It would also be beneficial to
work a job or two during this
time to build up some income
for tuition.
Time off would help
students focus on what they
are interested and passionate about doing. That way,
when they go to college,
they would be more mature
and perhaps less likely to
succumb to distractions like
drugs and binge-drinking.
I also believe society pressures students to go through
the process of college so
quickly. We all work at a
different pace. Some people
can get a master’s degree in
five years, while others might
struggle to get a bachelor’s in

that time, and that’s ok.
Community College
shouldn’t be seen as a bad
path to take either. As long
as the effort is put in, you
can get almost as much
knowledge out of community
college as you can a four year
university.
It is also a better idea
financially in the long run.
$2,500 a semester is much
easier to handle than $25,000
a semester.
In the end, I believe that
more students thinking about
going to college should take
their time on their decisions,
and we shouldn’t judge people for earning their education at their own pace.
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Normalize your rights, not
their stunts

Barton Kleen

Executive Editor

As much as it pains me to
do this, I’m going to give Kathy
Griffin an ounce more of press.
I regretfully do so as an
olive branch to our country’s
political divide. I will print this
article about this non-issue to
highlight the state of our media
circus.
I don’t believe Griffin
violated the law in her actions.
Her photo did not appear to
actively call for violence against
our President, so it should be
protected speech.
However, I also don’t believe she should be talked about
even once more by the end of
this piece.
How many times do we see
some D-list celebrity do something relatively crass or politically incorrect, then the next
day publish a weeping apology
to the internet?
What’s more troubling is
the next step to this process:
repurposing.

What Griffin did
does not matter--so
long as it is found to be free
speech.
Anything, and I do mean
anything, that receives attention
becomes ammo for a political
debate.
As someone who sells web
advertising, I’m aware of the
many ways media outlets can
jeopardize their content for the
sake of ads. Every news outlet
in the world suddenly made this
story the biggest news piece.
The story wasn’t what she
did. There’s not enough there to
care about. “One woman has an
opinion” should not be breaking
news.
Soon, the “journalism” gets
past the mainstream clickbaits
and the smaller sections of
the more reputable papers and
bleeds to the openly partisan
organizations.
“You’ll never believe what
this crazy liberal did,” and “out
of touch conservative proves
just why racism is alive and
well” among other ludicrous
headlines circle around the
masses.
Wikimedia Commons | Wikimedia.com

The goal being that we normalize this behavior and that
we increase our comfort levels
with those that think like us--or
at least want to appear that way.
I don’t care if you’re Democrat, Republican or a fan of
Vermin Supreme, your political
party has experienced challenges this election. Why are we not
focusing on that?
We subscribe more to what
affirms our convictions than we
do seriously evaluate that which
may make us uncomfortable.
Everything becomes a
talking point to fire at our own
communities, for the specific
benefit to those outside them.
From the conservative side,
I have seen little discussion on
a cornucopia of interests to the
conservative base. That alarms
me, as a young person.
My generation has many
election cycles left to influence
our politics and it does not
look promising that the values
of each party are being taken
seriously. If we take something
seriously, we can definitively
reach a decision.
Instead, it seems like politics is just another celebrity
news cycle.
People bring
it up for conversation, but
only to laugh
about our discomfort and
problems.
Most
people want
something
positive to
happen with
our govern-

ment. We’re dealing with a
new, technologically connected
world. This incredibly globalized world we live in will
require leaders that can make
these pressing issues heard.
Can you imagine trying to
get a word in edgewise in a conversation about Kathy Griffin’s
political statement? You’d be so
intrigued as to by what miracle her name appears to likely
reject its nonsense.
That’s what a bunch of people on either side want. They
want us to care more about how
we feel about Griffin’s statement than we do about her right
to make it.
Perhaps, if we took our
rights as seriously as we do
every clickbait article, we may
make some headway. Instead,
it’s marketable to simple call out
the other side’s hypocrisy. We’re
getting tired of that.

Simply calling out the hypocrisy which is prevalent on both
sides does not do our country
good.
That alone leaves said
hypocrisy to be repurposed like
Griffin’s fiasco. It becomes not
about the specific issue or action that we can take to resolve
it, but about the way it can make
someone feel.

Meet Clary!
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‘Wonder Woman’ lassos
$223 mil at opening

Summer Edition

Barton Kleen

female icon?
While some critics
were divided, the general
From comics to the United
reception has been positive
Nations floor and now for the
for the summer blockbuster.
first time in theatres, DC’s
Anywhere from the alleged
“Wonder Woman” lassoed
cultural implications of her
in a record breaking $200
shaven underarms, to the
million worldwide opening
traditional red, white and
weekend.
blue costume changes, to the
depiction of war and
conflict have all made
the rounds online and
in print.
While there
has been a slew of
successful, female
lead action series,
“Wonder Woman”
is the first female
superhero film since
the 2005 days of
“Elektra.” Following
the all-female flop
of “GhostBusters”
(2016) many
moviegoers felt
“Wonder Woman”
had a lot to live up
to.
Female-only
Gage Skidmore | Flickr
pre-screenings
The film is the largest
were offered by one Texas
opening film directed by a
location, stirring up another
woman, with over $100 million press storm of gender
domestic. Directed by Patty
politics.
Jenkins and starring Gal
Could the trend of DC
Gadot, who reprises her role
movie success continue, or
from “Batman v. Superman:
will “Justice League” this
Dawn of Justice” (2016),
November fall to the same
the film garnered an even
vices as its predecessors?
audience demographic.
Jenkins has alluded to a
Both men and women
sequel that will take place
turned out in droves for the
in America, but is not yet in
premiere, with the female
production.
demographic just four points
higher.
Wonder Woman’s silver
bracelets hit the silver
screen in all but Lebanon.
In political protest over
Gadot’s mandatory service
in the Israeli Defense Force,
Lebanon succeeded in
preventing the movie from
screening in the country.
While “Wonder Woman”
deflected bullets, the film
attracted controversy.
Critics argued over the social
positioning of “Wonder
Woman.” Was she Feminist
enough? Were the traditional
elements of the film to her
benefit or detriment as a
Executive Editor

Entertainment Access | YouTube

“While ‘Wonder Woman’
deflected bullets, the film
attracted debate.”
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Cool off with ‘Cool Films’ series

Matt Hall | Clarion Staff

Will Drewing

Schuster Center Box
Office or at www.
ticketcenterstage.com.
Cool Films begins
on July 6 with Jim
Henson’s “Follow
that Bird,”
the first
of several
Thursday
morning
Family
Films. Jim
Henson
returns to
the Victoria
when “The
Muppets

its distant past
when the theatre
served as a Disney
Cinema.
Classic films
such as “Kelly’s Heroes”
and “Cool Hand Luke” are
shown three times to give
more opportunities to watch
Clint Eastwood rob a bank or

this one, but discouraged from
bringing props. “Survival
Kits” are offered for $5 and
provide props that are safe
and appropriate inside the
historical theatre.
These “Reel Late” nighttime screenings are a fun way
to start a night out in Dayton’s
downtown, as well as cost

Reporter

Victoria Theatre is soon
opening its doors to anyone
who wants to escape the
summer heat to enjoy
iconic films such as “Purple
Rain,” “The NeverEnding
Story” and “Singing in the
Rain.”
The shows are part
of the Victoria Theatre
Association’s annual Cool
Films

Sound Opinions | Flickr

Series. At $6 a ticket ($3 for
family films), moviegoers
can enjoy free popcorn and
soda and air conditioning
and their personal favorite
nostalgic movies. Ten ticket
“Passbooks” are also available
for $35 before tax at the

Paul Newman eat 50 eggs.
The old movies run entire
weekends, with night-time
screenings on Fridays and
Saturdays as well as the
afternoon on Sundays.
The theatre presents
an organ concert and
classic cartoons to be
enjoyed before each
regular screening, as
AKASHA9393 | YouTube
well as the free soda and
popcorn. For adults, they open
Take Manhattan” on July 20.
Kids young or old can enjoy a cash bar and present live
the Family Films such as
music before the late night
“Flipper” inside the cool and
shows.
historic theatre. Much older
Cool Films ends on August
26 with a night-time screening
kids might remember paying
of cult classic “The Rocky
a dime to see cartoons back in
Horror Picture Show.”
Moviegoers are encouraged
to dress in
costume
for

efficient entertainment.
Victoria Theatre will
also host several events this
summer season. On June 20
customers can partake in
“Wine & Yoga.” Due to the
content, guests will have to be
21 or above to stretch out and
enjoy a sampling of wines.
The Association offers a
military discount on most
shows. The Association also
has a program called Art
F.O.R.C.E., focusing on
helping military families cope
with the stresses military life
can have. Through creative
ventures, the program hopes
to offer ways for families to
reflect and reduce stress. The
acronym represents family,
oasis, relationships, creativity
and empowerment.
For more information
on the ways the Victoria
Theatre Association engages
with the community, visit
Victoriatheatre.com.

YouTube Movies | YouTube

Movieclips Trailer Vault | YouTube
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Name _____________
_________________
Major______________
Major_________________
Age_______________
Age___________________
Gender____________
Gender________________

Your Voice

What are you looking forward to most this summer?
Barton Kleen
English

What would you be more
interested in seeing m
more of in
the Clarion?

“I’m looking forward to seeing more of Arizona
and maybe try and knock out a few of the
remaining states I haven’t visited yet. I’m definitely getting my passport this summer.”

□ National News
□ Economy
□ Social Issues
□ Campus Events
□ The Arts
______________________
□ Other _____________

What is your favorite section
in the Clarion?
□ Campus Life □ Tartan News
□ Tartan Option
□ A&E
□ Puzzles

Erika Brandenburg
Creative Writing

“I’ve been looking forward to it for months.
It’s in Columbus. I’m going with my friends all
weekend. I’m looking forward to seeing the voice
actors for Persona 5.”

Which social media platform
p
would you use to keep
p up with
the Clarion?
□ Instagram@TheClarion
□ Facebook Sinclair Clarion
Cla
□ YouTube SinclairClario
SinclairClarion
□ www.SinclairClarion.com
www.SinclairClarion.co
□ Twitter@SinclairClarion
Twitter@SinclairClario

Matt Hall
Visual Communications

“Getting done with Summer semester, honestly.
I’m taking a weekend trip in August to celebrate
in Cedar Point. I’ve always wanted to go.”

What coupons would you like
to see in the Clarion?
□ Bookstore □ Local Bu
Businesses
□ Aramark □ Other
_________
__________________
Drop off completed surveys at the Clarion office: building 6,
room 314

Ombuddy
Corner

Welcome back
to the Ombuddy
Corner!
The Ombuddy
wants you to know that Sinclair’s
social media sites are very active!
If you want to meet some good
people, learn about events on campus, and be inspired, check out
our Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
and
Instagram pages. They are
all accessible on Sinclair’s
website!
The ombudsman is your student
advocate!
To learn more, visit www.sinclair.
edu/ombudsman.
Contributed by Amy
Hartman.

Xavier Razo
Visual Communications
“I’m going to New Orleans. I plan to go to King’s
Island basically every week, Cedar Point once a
month, I have a season pass!”

Susie Doerman
Visual Communications
“I’m looking forward to seeing my friend in Pittsburg. She’s meeting meeting me halfway from
Pennsylvania. We met in Haiti where we were
for five months.”
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Clarion Cartoons

Filbert Cartoons
Created by:
La Bonte

For more comics and
animation visit

FilbertCartoons.com

Tweet Fatigue

By Mark Oppenheimer
Contributing Writer
Los Angeles Times

Journalists love Twitter.
We love it because it’s an
easy way to get our stories
out. It’s a shortcut to find
quick, easy quotations for
stories. And it is often an
easy story in itself, hence the
weird genre of stories about
stories that were stories only
on Twitter.
For example, the Los
Angeles Times and the New
York Times (among many
other publications) ran articles last week about a typo,
“covfefe,” that appeared in
one of President Trump’s late
night tweets. Between them,
the two publications cited reactions from an NPR reporter, The New Yorker’s television critic, political writer
David Frum
and
late-

wikimedia Commons | Wikimedia.com

night TV host Jimmy
Kimmel. That’s a lot of talent
expending brainwaves on
“covfefe.”
So it has come to this:
writers hyping Twitter typos
by our tweeting head honcho.
These stories about Twitter
chatter about a Twitter typo
took up the scarce time and
resources of gifted writers
and editors who are part of
the free press necessary to
our democracy. Sad! And
those stories came a day after
I’d read that half of President
Trump’s Twitter followers
are likely fakes.
Altogether, this news was,
for me, like the worm in the
fast-food burger, the gross
thing you see that reminds
you of all the gross things
you cannot see.
I’ll be 43 soon, the age at
which luminaries Jan Vermeer, John Candy and Andrew Breitbart bid farewell
to this Earth. Mindful
of the rabbinic sage
Hillel the Elder’s
admonition, “If
not now, when?”
I have decided to
make some changes. From here on
out, there will be
more: naps, trips
to the beach, walks
in the park with my
dog, flossing, and icecold glasses of Coca-Cola.

And fewer:
impulse eBay
purchases of tweed
jackets, hours
spent in traffic
jams, and Diet
Cokes.
And less Twitter. Twitter does
more harm than
good. It’s bad for me, and
it’s probably bad for you too,
whoever you are.
At this point, some will object that Twitter is now part
of American life, unlikely
ever to go away. Which is
the kind of thing that people
once said about Friendster.
But Twitter is not ubiquitous.
For most Americans, it’s not
even a thing.
It’s popular, for sure: In the
first quarter of 2017, Twitter
logged about 328 million
monthly users worldwide.
But only one quarter of
American adults online use
Twitter. Its growth is slowing, and it has nowhere near
the reach of Facebook, which
nearly 70 percent of all
American adults use. What’s
more, for Facebook, that
percentage holds up, more
or less, across age groups,
while fewer than 5 percent
of Americans over age 55
use Twitter. That’s one of
the reasons it deserves to go
away. Citizens with the most
life experience, who are also
those most likely to vote, are
nearly absent from Twitter
conversations (our president
being a septuagenarian ex-

each other on it, and
because they can use it
to publish anonymous
hatred.
We can add to Newhouse’s list celebrity
worshipers, including fans
of Styles and other music
stars, athletes and people
famous for being famous,
News | Jisc.ac.uk
like the Kardashians, alception).
though the younger cohort of
And while we all, tweens
their followers is gravitating
and grandparents alike,
to other social-media apps,
tend to use Facebook in the
like Instagram.
same way to stay in touch
It’s also true that Twitter
with friends and family the
has been a powerful orgaasymmetry among different
nizing tool for honorable,
categories of Twitter users
non-racist activist groups on
perpetuates the most puerile
the left and the right. And in
kind of celebrity worship.
countries with less free meMost people have almost no
dia, like Iran, it’s indispensfollowers, and just do the
able for dissidents. Those
following. And they mainwho need Twitter should
ly follow a small group of
keep using it. But nobody,
superstars, like Harry Styles, except our president, does his
who has 30 million followers, best thinking on Twitter.
or President Trump, who has
As for me, no more checkabout a million more, if we
ing Twitter 20 times a day,
count the automated bots as
no more rushing to see who
well as the real live humans.
has retweeted my retweets.
Never heard of Harry
I will treat it like those
Styles? No reason that you
gross fast-food burger
should. But Twitter functions chains, which I can’t say I
equally as a news service
never patronize, but which
for our president and for a
cause me self-loathing when
British pop star of considerI do. Life is short, summer’s
able talent but no particular
here, and my dog deserves a
relevance to grown-ups.
long, leisurely walk. Halfway
My friend the journalist
through, we’ll sit down for a
Alana Newhouse likes to say spell. I’ll bring a book.
that “Twitter is for journalists and racists.” Which
is true journalists for the
reasons discussed above, and
racists because they can find
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Aramark Weekly Menu

Thursday

Friday

Gyro Palace

Lee’s Famous
Recipe Chicken

Panda Express

Qdoba Mexican
Grill

Fusian Sushi
Every Friday
Summer Term

6/12-Turkey Chili/
Hearty Chicken Gumbo
6/19-Chili Con Carne
Italian Wedding

6/13-Turkey Chili/
Vegetable Soup w/
Brown Rice
6/20 Chili Con Carne
Vegetable Orzo Soup

6/14-Turkey Chili/
Chipotle Chicken Tortilla Soup
6/21-Chili Con Carne/
Chicken Double
Noodle Soup

6/15-Turkey Chili/
Cheddar Bacon Potato
Chowder
6/22-Chili Con Carne/
Minestrone Soup

6/16-Turkey Chili/
Black Bean Soup
6/23-Chili Con Carne/
New England Clam
Chowder

6/12-BBQ Turkey/
Chicken Panini
6/19- Buffalo
Chicken Panini

6/13-Grilled Reuben
6/20-Grilled Four
Cheese Sandwich

6/14-Nashville Hot
Chicken Sandwich
6/21-Skyline Cheese
Coney

6/15-Greek Chicken
Sandwich
6/22-Avocado Jalapeno
Turkey Burger

6/16-Grilled Tilapia
6/23-Beer-Battered
Cod Sandwich

6/12-Jalapeno
Popper Pizza
6/19-Philly Cheesesteak Mini
Rolletto

6/13-Jalapeno
Popper Pizza
6/20-Bacon
Breakfast Pizza

6/14-Bbq Chicken Mini
6/15-Chicken Parmesan
Rolletto
6/16-Sausage Pizza
6/21-Italian Deli Strom- Pizza
6/22-Loaded Potato Pizza 6/23-Mushroom Pizza
boli

6/13-Avocado BLT/Thai
Chicken Wrap
6/20-California Turkey
Ciabatta/
Soutwestern Chicken
Chipotle Wrap

6/14-Avocado BLT
Thai Chicken Wrap
6/21-California Turkey
Ciabatta /
Soutwestern Chicken
Chipotle Wrap

Deli

Pizza
zone

Guest

Wednesday

Simmer

Tuesday

Sizzle

Monday

6-12-Avocado BLT/
Thai Chicken Wrap
6/19-California
Turkey Ciabatta /
Soutwestern
Chicken Chipotle Wrap

ACROSS

1 Greek played by
Anthony Quinn
6 Small plateau
10 Slick-talking
14 “That is to say ... ”
15 Channel showing many
games
16 Sommelier’s prefix
17 Incessantly
18 *Cubicle, e.g.

6/15-Avocado BLT
Thai Chicken Wrap
6/22-California Turkey
Ciabatta /
Soutwestern Chicken
Chipotle Wrap

Crossword Puzzle

20 Kids’ racing vehicles
22 Chicken __ king
23 Prefix with pass or plus
24 Cultural funding org.
25 Mottled
26 MGM motto word
27 *Singing skill that
enables good phrasing
32 Get an __: ace
33 Casino gratuity
34 Overseer
37 Harbor protectors

39 “Vitruvian Man” artist
42 Pacific Rim continent
43 Mozart’s “__ fan tutte”
44 Jupiter or Mars
45 *Number after a circled
“c”
50 EPA pollution std.
52 Wetland plant
53 Capri suffix
54 Bit of wordplay
55 Aviation stat.
56 “Flags of Our Fathers”

setting
60 *Unobstructed view
63 Inn postings
64 Cosmopolitan rival
65 Gold diggers’
objectives
66 First in a line of
Russian princes
67 River crossed by
Charon
68 Old or Wild follower
69 Lacking, and what can
go with each word in
the answers to starred
clues
DOWN
1 Zest
2 Melville novel set on
Tahiti
3 Really stink
4 Split fruit?
5 Mario who won
IndyCar races in four
different decades
6 Sussex stable area
7 Anka’s “__ Beso”
8 Common sports injury
9 Short sock
10 Rep. group
11 Tony-winning actress
for “Miss Saigon”
12 Run up, as debts
13 Afrikaans speakers
19 Iraq’s __ City
21 Western border lake

6/16-Avocado BLT
Thai Chicken Wrap
6/23-California Turkey
Ciabatta /
Soutwestern Chicken
Chipotle Wrap

Campus
Calendar
Jun 22, 2017

Diversity Film
Series-’PELE’
Building 12, Charity Earley
Auditorium
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

June 12, 2017

Summer B & C Term
Begins

July 10, 2017

Summer D-Term Begins

August 6, 2017
Summer B & C
End

25 “The Purloined Letter”
August 14, 2017
writer
Fall A-Term Begins
27 Westernmost Mexican
state, familiarly
28 Small deer
29 With allure
30 Bank statement listings:
Abbr.
June 17, 2017
31 Japanese sash
World Juggling Day
35 Edinburgh native
36 Agree (with)
July 6, 2017
World Kissing Day
38 Eastern spiritual path
39 One may be fetching
July 8, 2017
40 __ of hands
Video Games Day
41 Director De Sica
43 Spanish hero
July 25, 2017
El __
Culinarian Day
46 Start to fall?
August 4, 2017
47 Soccer penalty card
International
Beer Day
color
48 Make more time for
August 9, 2017
hobbies, say
Book Lovers Day
49 “Here we go again”
August 22, 2017
feeling
Be an Angel Day
50 Cathedral areas

Weird Weekly

Holidays

51 Blanket that’s
often hand-sewn Last
56 Superlative
suffix
57 “Do __ once!”
58 Less,
musically
59 “Not a
chance!”
61 Bad spell
62 Game console

Edition’s Solution
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Horoscopes

Poetry Pick

The Clarion is accepting student
poetry submissions. Email
clarion@sinclair.edu to submit
your work.

Events and Stories

Do you know of an event or have
a story we should cover? Let us
know at clarion@sinclair.edu.

Sudoku Puzzle

The objective of the game
is to fill all the blank squares
in a game with the correct
numbers. There are three very
simple constraints to follow. In
a 9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9
in any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection
of the 9 by 9 square must
include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins
with some squares already
filled in, and the difficulty of
each game is due to how
many squares are filled in. The
more squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out
which numbers go in the open
squares. As you fill in squares

correctly, options for the remaining squares are narrowed
and it becomes easier to fill
them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by
looking for numbers that occur
frequently in the initial puzzle.
For example, say you have a lot
of 5’s in the initial puzzle. Look
for the 3x3 box where there is
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows
and columns that can help you
eliminate where the 5 might go
in tht box. If there is a 5 in columns 1 and 2, then there can’t
be a 5 anywhere else in either
of those columns. You know
then that whatever leftmost 3x3
box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you
can eliminate all the possibilities
in that box except for 1 square,
you’ve got it down!

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

Travel conditions look good. Fantasies and
nebulous ideas could get expensive. Don’t
gamble with the rent. Get a reliable friend’s
opinion. Keep your sense of humor.

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Don’t let the plan get grandiose; costs are
higher than expected. Heed recommendations and warnings. Consult a significant
other. Keep it simple.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22

Communication channels are wide open,
although you and a partner may not see
eye to eye. Stay practical, or risk trouble.
Avoid stepping on toes.

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22

Let your imagination wander, without
taking physical risks. Avoid accidents or
breakage. Get expert coaching for your
health and fitness. Take practical steps..

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

Expand your game through communication and networking. Invite others to
play, and keep it fun. Ask for more and
get it. Consistent effort wins.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21

Home renovations could get expensive.
Use what you already have. Ask your
social circles for what you need, and
barter. Feed everyone who shows up.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

Wait to see what develops. Bookwork interferes with socializing. Guard against
overspending or overeating. Write, create and express your vision. Your muses

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19

Postpone frivolous shopping. Don’t waste
time, money or effort. Confer with your
team on a profitable project. Talk over the
basic theory. Share valuable information.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

Hold your temper with a personal
misunderstanding or breakdown. It’s a
good time to make requests. Reassure
a loved one. Talk about what you’re

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20

Keep a low profile, and think over
your plans. Read and study. Gather
information. Concur with an expert on
the most sensible option.

Aries: March 21 – April 19

Talk with friends and community allies.
Deception is revealed. Keep to practical
objectives, and determine who will do
what. Collect what you need and more.
fresh faces.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20

A professional controversy erupts. Use
your own good judgment. Issue public
statements and media announcements.
Use brains over brawn. Seek help from
an unusual source.

Linda C. Black Horoscopes: by Nancy Black. Distributed by MCT Information Services
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‘The Clarion’ is published as a designated public forum
for the students of Sinclair Community College by a
student staff every Tuesday during the regular academic
year, and once in June during the summer.
‘The Clarion’ retains the right to all original artwork,
logos and business letter marks used within this
publication, and is protected by the laws governing
U.S.A.’s copyright materials.
‘The Clarion’ does not endorse any advertisement
published in our print edition or website.
'The Clarion' retains the right to refuse any
advertisement for any reason.

Clarion Staff
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Barton Kleen

Online

social media coordinator

Violet Johnston

graphic designers

Susie Doermann
Matt Hall
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Editorial

reporters

Erika Brandenburg
Will Drewing
Cerridwyn Kuykendall
Henry Wolski

Business
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Brandon Johnson
Ebony Stroud
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937.512.2744

clarion staff email
clarion@sinclair.edu

'the clarion' adviser
Avainte Saunders

The Clarion' is a member
of the Associated
Collegiate Press, the
Columbia Scholastic
Press Association and
the Ohio Newspaper
Association.
The Official Student
Newspaper of
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SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY.
EARN A BACHELOR’S DEGREE.
3+1 Pathways to Antioch University Midwest’s Bachelor Degrees are now available!
Sinclair students can save almost $13,000 and earn both an associate and bachelor’s degree in only four years with a new
partnership with Antioch University Midwest (AUM).* You’ll take three years of classes at Sinclair and only one at AUM.

Take

90

credits
at Sinclair
at Sinclair’s
tuition rate

Sinclair is your

AUM is your

HOME

HOME

for the first 60 credits

for the last 60 credits

Take

30

credits
at AUM
at AUM’s
tuition rate
*Savings based on 2017 tuition rates as compared to the
traditional 2+2 model. Four year completion assumes fulltime enrollment and successful academic performance.

CONNECT WITH OUR ADMISSIONS
TEAM TO LEARN MORE:
937.769.1814
admissions.aum@antioch.edu

